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Viola  has a fascinating way to mysteriously guide his viewers through his stories, his 

work is deep and he expresses his stories in such a dramatic way.  He uses various 

visual elements, such as water, paint, props, and music etc.... His work can seem 

confusing and needs a lot of researching to understand.  I decided to find out who he 

was inspired by in order to perhaps get a greater understanding of his stories. I found 

he was inspired by Nam June Paik video work, so  I took a look at some you tube clips 

of his work one in particular called the 'internet dream' 1994 His idea was to show how 

broadcasting changed the way of communication and how we understand visual 

images, he used his expression in many forms, one way was by juxta position of his 

subjects and also by form of disjointed elements. I could see the connection between 

both artists work regarding their creative thinking and both of their worked entail a 

great deal of watching and reading up on to fully understand.  I would guess he does 

not intend to show the story simply and to give the type of mystery behind the visual 

artwork. Violas wife plays a large role in the creating of the projects, effects and ideas, 

they work extremely well together and understand one another's motivations so it 

seems. 

 I have produced my project by using ambient  light in different ways, in order that I 

too create a more theatrical approach to my imagery as Viola, and by staging my 

models whilst creating this in a particular environment such as the church, thus 

embracing the power of spirituality, showing my viewers the community who clearly 

look out for one another.  

 

The Greeting: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This photo stood out to me for several reasons, the way 

they are lit, as though on a stage, the holding of hands, 

closeness and the gaze. 

These are all aspects that I have included into my 

imagery for this project, presenting my models as 

though they are under spot light in some way or 

another and if not a spot light,  ensuring they are lit 

eloquently, thus embracing beauty in humankind and 

Christianity.  

https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=The+Greeting+1995&safe=active&sa=X&e

spv=2&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgFuLQz9U3sMzJsFTiArGSS4wqs4u1lLKTrfT

LMotLE3PiE4tKkJiZxSVW5flF2cWPGCO5BV7-

uCcsFTBpzclrjF5cRGgSUuFic80rySypFJLi4pGCW67BIMXFBefxAAAMzuRImAA

AAA&tbm=isch&imgil=cqbjOriUoiSKLM%253A%253Bex_P8sRd2verRM%253Bh

ttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fwww.medienkunstnetz.de%25252Fworks%25252Ft

he-

greeting%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=cqbjOriUoiSKLM%253A%252Cex_P8sR



 

 

Viola stated, “You’re a part of it”.  “It’s not something that’s just a fixed projection from 

the past.” 

The quote above is so powerful and meaningful, it could be that of my own project in 

Knowle West, because it is part of my diary of my family history, where for three 

generations my father's side once lived, and were christened at St Barnabas Church 

where I am photographing for intersections. 

My father’s side of the family are religious and preached there every week.  I feel a part 

of  belonging when I am working in Knowle West.  

I was glued to this video, it is intense and clever.  It was fascinating to see how the 

figure froze in mid air, then vanished into the trees, it kept me thinking that 

something was going to happen.   I also like the reflections and the way the ambient 

light falls in this video footage.  One could imagine this person being happy, warm and 

content as he is so well lit by the ambient lighting and the other side of him that is in 

the shade could resemble a much unhappier place, where perhaps one could feel 

afraid, nervous and lonely. 

The use of ambient light has become a huge part of my work and my creative thinking 

recently, as I believe for me anyway, that it enhances my story telling in a different 

way, for example of lifting ones spirit, spot light on my subjects as though they are on 

stage, it can also change an appearance such as mood, darkens, happiness or theatrical 

style. Reflections and shadows play a big part in my creative thinking, this video has 

given me some ideas for the future.  The composition and framing is very simplistic 

yet effective and quite moving.   this film could be indicating emotions in a beautiful 

setting with the main subject that is in the background of the photograph also taking 

us into the space in which this person hovers and then simply disappears..... 

(https://vimeo.com/62121723 )   Viola, B. and Hanhardt, J. G. (2003) The hall of time-frescoes of light: Installations by 
Bill Viola. New York: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation 
Bill viola's work www.googl.co.uk  http://www.billviola.com/ 


